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Over the last fifteen years, improvements in the design and operation of commercial sector buildings have
helped the nation slow the rate of energy growth. Initially, these savings were achieved by applying
available technology and existing expertise. The need for even greater advances in energy in
buildings remains, but is hampered by a lack of lack of incentive, and lack of understanding of
what is possible and what is required to achieve those advances. energy efficiency
remains low on the priority list of most Americans. If we are to make continued progress toward effi
ciency goals we therefore need strategies that link investments to other more desirable features
and services, such as comfort and productivity.

We comment on the economic, and social trends that influence sector investment and
development, creating both obstacles and reductions in commercial sector use can be
achieved by aggressively change in several directions. of new tec.nnOl(~2Y V§JII,..lVUO'l

both components and win not only energy but win contrib-
ute to more satisfying and productive work environments. We describe technical opportunities in the
areas of envelope lighting systems, and HVAC as well as concepts
for low energy Smart systems linked controls is a theme in each of
these areas. are a process as well as a collection of and must therefore be
viewed in terms of their life in for intervention. One of the most 1~'nn,rt~1nlt

and cost effective is the We outline the tools and that win be
needed to empower tackle the of energy ettlcllenc~v

into cost effective to a base from to the oplera.tlO'D
and maintenance of are also described.

Introduction

in resource plannJLn2 that has resulted in
of new demand side programs.a

These programs are in energy to meet
future in demand with minimal investment in tradi-
tional power About one third of total energy use
and about 2/3 of aU use is associated with

The technical potential for savings in the
OUllldJLn2 sector has been shown to be very large, in the
range of 50-75 %, but there is tremendous inertia in the
building sector and there are numerous obstacles,
disincentives, and risks involved in N1JLaamenta.uy
ing energy use patterns in
economic and social the
state of continuous change, in and unplanned
ways, and it behooves advocates of energy efficiency to
aggressively and pursue strategies that will couple
desired to broader trends.

global
energy

In the national debate in 1992 about new
ties and directions for the stimulated in

election year little has been heard on the
of energy Traditional energy

remain and with the "~,,... B.. r<,"~ e:x:pt~CULtlo~n

that this will continue. concerns about environ-
mental issues and have to be inte-

with energy issues into a coherent national or
for action. The labeled

appears to be both half fun and half
Efficient new has heen and
to and real energy have been

achieved while the economy has continued to grow.
after that significant addi-

tional reductions in energy use can be cost effec-
the national commitment to such savings

remains elusive. One in the last decade has
been the interest and
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While our motivating interest is to examine the oppor
tunities for a new generation of highly energy-efficient
buildings, individual and collective private and public
sector decisions will be made in an economic, social, and
political context that extends well beyond the energy effi
ciency community or even the building sector. It is useful
to briefly review some of the issues and forces that will
drive change in the building sector over the next decade.

The commercial sector is on the downhill track of the
economic roller coaster that saw rapid expansion in the
early 1980s come screeching to halt in the latter part of
the decade. A wide range of external forces influence
commercial sector development. Corporate investment
strategies, e.g., lease versus purchase, drive growth in the
commercial sector and these in turn are influenced by the
overall economic climate and by government tax policy,
e.g., cost of capital, tax write-off policy. Demographics
influence construction both in terms of an aging popula
tion, e.g. , school versus hospital construction, home
ownership trends, and in terms of changes in geographic
trends, e.g., migration and population growth in the
sunbelt. Lifestyle changes have already made major
changes in all aspects of our lives: families with two
working parents prefer 24 hour access to services and
need new services such as The trend to tele
commuting and the growing number of home offices could
shift energy use patterns and load shape in the residential
and commercial sectors for utilities. Videoconferencing
could ultimately change the businessperson's love affair
with the airplane. becomes even more
advantageous for workers and employers as freeways and
bridges become gridlock, robbing hours of
useful time. Even car and car faxes can't
completely make up for the frustration of sitting in mile
long parking lots. Traditional patterns of urban, suburban,
and rural development win have to change drastically,
along with the advent of better mass transit, before the
cornmutu12 n:12ntm~lres will disappear. As people struggle
to improve their local quality of broader regional and
national environmental issues are seen as increasingly
important Polls suggest that people are wining to pay
more and make modest lifestyle changes to improve the
"en · t "Th "G" hVlronmen . e reen movement as the potential
to make many changes in our lives if it can maintain a
clarity of purpose and direction without being swallowed
by technicalities or co-opted by Madison Avenue.
Environmental issues are logically linked to most energy
issues, providing a mutually supportive base for action.
Market forces and building codes have stimulated some
successful action in both areas. Regulated utilities
operating under the enlightened policy of public utility
commissions have become the most force for

The future is determined by a confluence of large scale
forces over which we have little direct influence and
individual actions that collectively can be mobilized for
real impact. Collective action can best be mobilized if
there is a shared vision of where one is headed and at
least a partial consensus on how one ought to get there.
One of the most important factors, and one that is wen
within our control, is developing a vision of what we
would like to see in future building developments. A
detailed and defInitive description is well beyond the scope
of this paper but we attempt instead to begin to shape a
view of key building trends and developments that might
be consistent with a vision of a more energy efficient
economy in the future. We hope to generate a dialogue on
a series of· interrelated issues and opportunities that
together define both the obstacles and opportunities to

in the design, construction and operation of energy
efficient buildings. Statements about current practice are
intended as a starting point from which to explore future
needs, trends, and developments. Given the breadth of the

and the limitations of space the discussion win
n~~essall1v be incomplete and simplified. Our objectives

shared into future development
and for the design and op~~ratl0n

DUl10uugs in a manner that maximizes energy efficiency,
minimizes adverse environmental and improves

and in the work environment.
We focus on the role of advanced tools and
selected e.g. , lighting,

and controls. We that critical dis-
cussion and refmement of these scenarios we can begin to

a collective for action that will achieve the
and the vast energy errlClcenc;v

in the sector.

Motivation and Objectives

ontext and Focus

Predictions about the future are and
unrel1at.le~ and so as one ventures further in
time from the This paper looks at selected current
trends in and and on where
these trends could or should carry us the end of
the decade. This 5 to 10 year time frame is long enough
to us some in fanciful speculation, but short

that the of issues that will be important in
that time frame are discernible today. Our focus
is on commercial buildings, and many of our comments
are made with office-type buildings in mind. However,
much of our discussion is applicable to all commercial

and some to residential as well.
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many levels:

eventually these tools will provide a continuous informa
tion management function throughout the building life
cycle, which should provide benefits to owners, designers
and occupants, and will ultimately contribute to efforts to
improve the energy efficiency of building design and
operation..

Buildings are large, entities that house popula
tions of occupants with ever-changing needs. Most build
ings are created as one-of-a-kind designs, where re
invention of the solution is the norm, as distinguished
from industrial "mass production" that characterizes much
of the rest of the built environment. Each is an
assemblage of components, and systems which
are assembled on-site and ideally operate in an
efficient manner~ Whatever the skin of the design team in
pulling together a total design solution, the fmal building
is a complex integrated system with many anticipated and

interactions~ These interactions occur at

change in the building efficiency market, influencing the
owner/developer as well as manufacturers .. Utilities may
ultimately change their role from energy suppliers to
energy service suppliers .. In this role they might invest in
efficiency equipment, e .. g .. , lighting, HVAC on the owner
side of the meter and lease back the equipment to the
owner in a win-win situation for the owner and utility.

There are also important changes in progress on the
"inside" of buildings that can change building design and
practice over time. Companies are downsizing and rethink
ing their needs in terms of building stock.. A more flexible
company may have fewer employees and own fewer buHd-

so as to adjust more rapidly to future changes in the
economy. The cost of employee turnover is now recog
nized to be very high and companies are becoming more
concerned about the level of employee satisfaction with
their work environment. This can be viewed as a proactive
strategy to raise morale and productivity or a defensive
response to limit the potential for lawsuits with respect to
health impacts of the workplace. Of course it is also a
very good common sense approach to maximizing profits

minimizing overall expenses including training, operat
costs, health care benefits, etc.

uildings

Overview

roducts

drive
un'Drt~dl'~table ways

(b) systems interact with each
HVAC

(c) external environmental
the in prt~14~talble

COlnp()ne~ntswithin a
cooling tower

Control some measure of de facto
Ple~celme,aJ 1I1'"rOln1!''''''fi-~ r>.,""" at the

or subsystem level without control
that links an major elements. Furthermore the control is
not generally "intelligent" or adaptive, but rather hard
wired to a small set of sensor which limits its
responsiveness.

If appliances or cars were this way we would
likely be very unhappy with the lack of and its
effect on overall "product" performance. Surprisingly,
this does not seem to be a major issue in design.
We examine below some major building systems to

the state of current recent
and visions of a more future
stock.

Architects and en~gm.eelrs are constrained in what can
and build limitations in the marketplace in terms

of available and from compo-
nent m.anufacturers. u.s. manufacturers in the
sector do not invest in R&D. This may them
at a to competitors who
are U.S. markets. Product l1e'J~llnn-

ment need to be shortened to be able to reSDOlld
better to customer but and
aversion to risk C011SDIlre to them than they
need to be~ We electronics to show up in

every for the home. Smart COlnO()nents
win need to be into mtielHJlellt :Q":Qtp~rn~ if their
true is to be car>Wl"eCL

the business of and and
facilities has not the upheavals that
have other sectors of the economy. Fees remain
low and the of the process continues to
increase. teams tum to consultants and

to meet new e.g., earthquake handi-
access. The of liability haunts C1es:urolers

and influences their decisions~ offices, like other
COlllu),arues" have electronic tools for the business
end of their e.g., word processing.

are now the smft to incorporate electronic
tools into the creative portion of their operations.
More computer-based tools are emerging, ini-

for each in the life But
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Converting fenestration in winter from a net
heat loss to a net gain is conceptually a relatively simple
task. Most commercial buildings have moderate to large
internal which are likely to grow in the future, and
which reduce the overall net heating needs. With
occupancy schedules that are less than 24 hours,
the use of setbacks and responsive HVAC controls
contribute further to the reduction in net heating
requirements. Code for the opaque elements
of commercial envelopes are much
lower than and all can be met using cost

technolo that is available today. Commercial
building window u-values today range from 3-7 W/m2-K.

u-values as low as 1.5 are readily
achievable with gas-filled, low-emissivity double glazing
and overall window u-value (center glass plus glass edge

can reach these levels with improvements in
frame u-value and/or further reductions in glazing
u-value. glass units with u-values as low as
.7 are manufactured today using three glazing

mUltlllle low-E coatings and gas fills.

These increased first costs and operating costs represent
an inviting target for envelope design innovations that are
capable of providing equal or better interior amenity at
lower first cost than the HVAC system require
ments or cost of providing additional demand.
There are tremendous potentials for both new technology
as well as better design and operations to substantially
reduce the energy impacts of the building envelope. In
fact, it appears to be technologically feasible to tum the
envelope into a net source of energy for the building, as
described below.

In Germany where union pressure has shaped office
design policy, aU workers must be provided access to
window views. If these trends change American practice
in the future, could substantially influence the floor
plan of buildings and the role of fenestration in these
spaces.

It is weB understood that south-facing windows provide
substantial passive solar gain and that double glazing
facing south provides net seasonal energy benefits in most
northern climates since the solar gain exceeds the
conductive losses. However, in even the coldest parts of
the United States, north-facing "superwindows, " Le.,
u < win provide a net heating season
benefit and thus outperform a highly insulated wall.
Supenvindows have such low conductive losses that even
the diffuse gain from a northern, cloudy sky exceeds the
typical conductive heat loss. While multiple glazed
windows in commercial may seem like overkill

Background* The design of the shell or envelope of
buildings today involves decisions with numerous
tradeoffs. The size, shape, massing, texture, color and
overall appearance of the building skin is a compromise
between cost, aesthetics, structure, site constraints, energy
efficiency and numerous other influences. From an energy
use perspective, the selection of the fenestration system
(e.g., glazing, window, shading) is the most critical
factor.

The historical evolution of fenestration and building skins
has been heavily influenced by the changing relationship
between what is desirable, what is technological achieva
ble, and what is affordable. Since its emergence during
the last century as a major building material, glass has
evolved into a ubiquitous and versatile building design
element, functions today that would have been
unimaginable a few years ago. The optical and
transparency of glass that we take for granted is one of its
most unique features. Windows out the cold wind
and rain without the but also
many more which variable

and tradeoffs between conditions.
~vsten,~ that view must also n1:"r""1/f'ia.

at other times and must sometimes become
opaque audiovisual for example).

ItBLnS1Darient admits good color
rendition and offsets electric but it
can also create discomfort and conditions.
The sun desirable warmth in winter but its heat is
unwelcome in summer when it contributes to thermal dis-
comfort and energy And fenestra-
tion is a element in the appearance and
aesthetics of a from an exterior and a

determinant of the sense of SP~lCH)Us:ne~ss

interiors.

'~~1i.... n ro~ot"1 of fenestration:
energy and

aayl1gh1tmJg. The first two are
and the last

an to minimize electric lighting
loads. In addition to their energy conventional
fenestration add to load,
which in tum increases chiller size and cost, HVAC

size and cost, and electric demand. Simply
eUlinUlatl1112 windows in is not a viable option

pre~tel·enices and market constraints.
In if needs are deemed buildings
would have even greater fenestration areas. It is not
accident that most executive offices are near
windows and clerks work in interior windowless cubicles.
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that occupants will use these systems properly 0 Limited
studies and observed practice suggest that these systems
are only rarely operated in an "energy-efficient" manner.

Exterior shading devices can be fixed, such as overhangs,
fins, louvers, and shade screen materials, or can be
operable. Exterior devices are almost always better at
reducing solar heat gain than interior devices since the
majority of the absorbed energy is typically rejected.
Exterior systems shade the window from direct sun but
often allow some view of the sky so that daylight can be
admitted. In addition they scatter the incident solar beam
so that diffused and attenuated direct sunlight is also
introduced. Fixed solutions invariably represent an
imperfect compromise between the conflicting require
ments of sun control, daylight admittance, and glare
control.

should provide better performance than fixed systems.
Operable systems can be manually or automatically
controlled. Automatic controls with manual overrides
would appear preferable, ensuring that the systems
function properly to meet occupant needs at all times 0

Exterior operable sun control systems have been used
successfully in Europe for some time and to some degree
in Asia and are recently attracting attention in North
America 0 They are relatively costly compared to standard
interior treatments or any fixed glass type, but since they
may anow reductions in cooling system sizing as well as
permitting daylight utilization, they may be economically
beneficial if all costs are accounted for. Some of the
additional costs that have to be factored into these shading
systems are servicing costs and problems with weathering
of the outdoor systems. Motorized systems for interior
shades and blinds are now commonly available although

are expensive and often lack sophisticated control
systems. can be operated with infrared controllers
similar to the controls for home electronics&
Operable shading systems should also provide improved
thermal and visual comfort relative to most fixed shading
solutions. While it is difficult to estimate the economic
benefits of comfort directly, the cost of unhappy and
uncomfortable office occupants is clearly large. The
opportunities to link these technologies to HVAC system
controls are discussed later. Specifiers continue to be
concerned about the long term maintenance costs of these
mechanically based systems.

Dynamic Envelopes and New Envelope Technology1t
The most difficult problem confronting a building designer
in controlling solar gain and daylight is the tremendous
variability in the environmental forces that impinge on the
building exterior and the rapidly changing needs inside the

Envelope Performance Requirements--Cooling and
Daylighting~ Meeting the thermal and optical require
ments to control cooling and capture daylighting potentials
will be much more challenging. The properties of building
envelopes of the future win have to be dynamic and more
responsive to changing exterior environmental effects and
interior occupancy needs. There are many building
envelope options today that extend the intrinsic, static
degree of control exhibited by glass alones The traditional
window sun control methods consist of coated or heat

glass, drapes, shades, blinds and louver
of the operable shading systems are

but some can be automatically
controlled. The sun control are summarized
below:

from the perspective of heat loss, and may have long
economic paybacks, they provide an improved level of
acoustic insulation which may be important in some
buildings and they will improve thermal comfort immedi
ately adjacent to large glass areas. Such systems have been
used in commercial buildings in Europe, in combination
with sun control options described below. At $l00/sq. ft.
floor area for construction costs, the ability to place
workstations adjacent to windows and utilize every square
foot of floor space provides an immediate offset to the
extra costs of superwindows. Highly insulating glass
technology has thus already made it possible to provide
glass skins without a winter heat loss penalty. Future
technical improvements are likely to occur in the area of
reduced costs and reduced thermal bridging in the
structural elements that support the glazing systems.

includes both higWy tinted
absorbing glass and glass coated with a semitransparent,
reflective metallic coating. These glazings help to reduce

but usually limit available
........ ""'Il, ....................... _ that electric lights be on whenever the building
is The of selec-
tive glazings rejects the near-infrared of sunlight
COI1W.mJJl2 about 50% of the sun's energy and transmits
the visible This provides with minimal
associated total solar heat gains

!!ll~2.tJill!!.£.QntrQ.lJ~~~ (shades, drapes, blinds, etc.)
are well known and widely used& They are often selected
on the basis of appearance and cost, with insufficient
attention to solar control and daylight control
solutIonis, and little or no attention to the likely user

Peak cooling loads are often calculated
ass'umm2 the sun control is not used&Operable systems
mana~~ed by occupants have the potential to perform wen,
if the users are conscientious. However, few HVAC engi
neers will stake their professional liability on the "hope"

Future Directions.."



(4) Visual comfort

(c) Daylight intensity control, e.g., chromogenic films

(a) Spatial and spectral control in perimeter zone, e.g.,
spectral and angle selective transmittance

(b) Glare control, e.g., chromogenic films

Approaches:

(d) Collect and distribute light to core of building, e.g. ,
concentrators and guide systems

The most important control function is control of the
mtlens~ltv of transmitted solar energy. An international race
is in progress to perfect "smart windows," using chromo
genic materials which allow glazing transmittance to be
controlled. Examples of such materials are available today
for other applications: photochromic sunglasses switch as
a function of light intensity; nematic liquid crystal
temperature indicators change optical properties in
response to temperature changes, and twisted nematic
liquid crystal watch displays switch from transparent to
reflective as each digit changes. It is possible to produce
chromogenic materials having transmittance properties that
change from clear to reflective or absorptive as a function
of exterior climate conditions such as sunlight intensity or
temperature, or to use an electrical control system that
changes transmittance as a function of climate and
building conditions. Light-sensitive (photochromic), heat
sensitive (thermochromic), and electrically activated
(electrochromic and dispersed liquid crystal) devices will

in a building to different environ
mental forces. This will result in different effects on
mlln-t'1iT11"'l14"A' energy requit"ements and cooling energy require
ments as illustrated schematically in Figure 1. Relative
requirements for cooling and I ting are shown for four

of conventional glazings and for three types of
chromogenic glazings. The lowest total energy consumers
are the electrochromics shown in the lower left. These
electrically controlled coatings can be actively controlled
throughout the year to minimize both lighting and cooling,
and thus appear to be the technology of choice. Photo
chromics have low lighting energy requirements since they
respond to light but may have higher cooling loads.
Conversely thermochromics could be selected to respond
properly to minimize but may not provide large
lighting savings.

and

e.g.,

size

e.g.,

loads and air COlld.ltlO:nIDlgPeak

Peak electric demand

Passive of solar
control

Thermal cOlnfort

Active modulation of
cnl'onl012~enJiC films

IJUl.ldln2. For example, the intensity of sunlight varies on
several time scales; by the seconds or minutes on a day
with scattered clouds; by the hour as the sun follows its
diurnal and over months as the seasons change.
Since exterior daylight illuminance can vary by a factor of
10 to 20 during a day, from approximately 5000 lux
(approx. 500 fc) under overcast sky to 100,000 lux
(approx. 10,000 fc) in direct SUD, controls to modulate
light and beat must operate effectively over this wide
dynamic range. Interior needs can change "rapidly" also.
An office worker may need. to simultaneously extract
information from a document with small print (requiring
1000 lux) and then manipulate that data on a computer
screen (requiring a low luminance environment).

tlUUCl:Ln2 envelopes of the future win have to be dynamic
to to these varied needs. Complete control of
sunlight to maximize energy and demand impacts implies
control of the content, the direction, and the
Intlensatv of transmitted Advanced coatings deposited

on or plastic will provide the window
~v~tenl~ of the future with the same sophisticated solar
control that now mechanical devices, but with
Im'orC)ve:Q !tJ' .a .., '1 reduced lower cost,

lifetimes. The for
glBLZlIlgS are because of the mulltllple

must serve~ Several control may
to solve

issues:

Issue: Reduce Adverse .....,......,',JAAA.Jl ..... lrnPElcts

Issue: Increase Beneficial .... A-"UIl.!,.... ................... of

Reduce a....... e."'g.,,1l"'1, .... energy Electrocmomic coatings will provide large reductions in
electric energy use in commercial buildings since can
reduce both cooling and lighting needs. Energy simulation
studies in hot climates show 60 % cooling and lighting
energy in building perimeter zones, as well as

electric demand

""~ .................. llIhv ~ ....... ~... 'il.......,,r<;: control hardware

Reduce
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50% reductions in electric demande Although these
materials are 3-5 years from commercial availability, field
tests of prototypes have already showed 55 % savings
in dow cooling loads compared to conventional
tinted Simulation results suggest that electro-
chromic coatings will make it possible to specify windows
of any a comfort or energy penalty.

conventional windows and shading devices can use diffuse
skylight to provide adequate daylight only within fifteen
feet of the building perimeter and are not very effective in
moving light deeper into buildingse A single square foot
of window area in direct sunlight admits enough daylight
to light over 150 square feet of floor area in an office
building, if it could be efficiently redirected. Historically
this problem W3S addressed with prismatic glass blocks
which redirect light toward the ceiling in the back of the
spaces But glass blocks have many practical and perform
ance limitations and are not widely used today. There has
been much architectural interest in light shelves over the
past 15 years as design solutions to redirect light deeper
into rooms. However conventional flat or curved, painted
light shelves have also not proven to be consistently good
performers.

The ideal daylighting device would efficiently redirect
light from any sun position to a location on the ceiling at
the back of a deep room, without producing glare. There
are many newer reflective, refractive, and diffractive
optical technologies that could provide greatly enhanced
control of transmitted daylight, although not reaching the
ideal limit Thin prismatic plastic films can be laminated
to window surfaces to refract light Other refractive
glazing materials have been designed to provide improved
light controL Reflective prismatic films can make a flat
surfaces behave optically as if it was a curved shapes to

excellent glare
acceptance of

windowse But

Electrochromic windows will
control which should

strategies with

This is to be a market winner because it
n1"('Vlljr1~Q a wide range of benefits in addition to its energy

control and improved thermal
comfort will be important to occupants. Electric demand
control will be to utilities$ The dynamism, and

of the chameleon-like building facade
will appeal to designers and to owners, who win also
benefit from the energy and demand savings. Reduced

loads should allow chiBers and HVAC
to be with the resulting savings

10-20% of the first cost of smart window
Svs1temlS. The to link the smart window controls to

automated energy management control
convince that chillers can be

dO'WnSlz,ed.~ once the smart window technology is
suc~ce~;sn!HV demonstrated on "someone else's" building $
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lighting

structures, are very efficient structural solutions for
SpalDnJLDf! very distances and large areas
and volumes cost effectively. The Teflon coated fiberglass
skins have a good track record for durability
and can be expected to last 20-30 years. One of the weak
points of these design approaches that has limited their use
largely to spaces used intermittently, such as sports halls,
has been the thermal integrity of the envelope which con
sisted of a low transmission (typically 4%) single layer
fabric. In cold climates occasionally a second fabric layer
is added for thermal insulation and more recently fibrous
insulation is added between the fabric layers. However,
variants of the and thermal technologies discussed
above should make it possible to thermal
insulation levels in the skin and to provide
control of solar transmittance "smart window"
coatings.

It is useful to rethink building if you have the
tec:nn'01C~2Y to cover a block four blocks or sixteen

with a climate Such a
climate control envelope would effectively eliminate wind
and rain as a determinant of skin design, and,
with proper should be an effective climate
mc)ouJator, '!:llSSt""llu.,'U"u'," some control of average telJrlP(;~raiturl~'1

and the range of in all
jjuuam~~s beneath the skin would then have to

ni:"r~"1lr~$2> structure, and acoustic control,
but many of the conventional climate control functions of
the individual would be changed. Such a design
would also lead to other and constraints. For
eX8lIDlHe, vehicle movement within such a structure would
have to be limited to low emission vehicles.

The are far from fanciful. A multiacre fabric
structure was built in Saudi Arabia and serves effectively
as a sun shield at a major Concepts for enclosed
cities in Alaska have been seriously studied. The Govern-
ment Services Administration commissioned a

to examine how office might be designed
under such a umbrella. A series of ever larger
and more sophisticated sports stadium and other individual
fabric covered buildings and portions of buildings continue
to be erected. The of new materials for

and thermal control add to the likelihood that such
a space enclosure structure can be successfully built.

allow better control of the sun over a range of seasonal
incidence anglese the basic of these
reflective and refractive optics have been known for years,
there are new made possible new manu
1"'.lIrot1l1-rU,\ iT tec,hniol0~2V for low cost fabrication of pre~ClS:1on

optical surfaces in polymers. An additional option now
under development is the use of diffractive holographic
glazings. Holographic gratings can be designed to selec
tively and preferentially redirect light from a specific set
of incident sun angles to a limited range of output angles
with moderately

How might these be used in a dynamic building envelope
with large glazed areas in a climate where both
and are required? Imagine an all glass facade split
between a lower vision window and an upper daylighting
window. Both windows incorporate superwindow tech
nology to effectively eliminate heat loss. The lower vision
window uses a spectrally selective glazing with an electro
chromic that can be modulated between 70% and
5% visible transmittance. A shelf the upper
and lower window some shading for the lower

and has an upper electro-optical surface which is
also controlled to additional directional
control for the upper window. The upper window uses a
similar selective/electrochIonlic but with a
separa'te control Both windows are linked to a
smart control that assesses the factors
before the transmittance of each window and the
state of the shelf reflective current climate

future climate current
and

time of use rates, and the occupancy and
a<11laClent space as determined on

number of and any
and The same control

to the dimmable controls and
upon the overall

should be able to
direct and

Buckminster Fuller
noted that when viewed from a dlstan,ceO) the urban
looked like a heat with a large
ratio of surface to the land or floor area
available. He small cities or of

cities with a but the
scheme never advanced the sketch Others
however have built fabric structures to enclose 'il"aI>~4"lIf-'ll'17.c.~1iT

spaces, e.g., football and other arenas. These
structures, held in air pressure or cable tension
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energy use. It is a component of peak electric demand,
although the impact is generally flat throughout the
occupied period of the day. To the building occupant,
lightingmalces it possible to carry out the functional tasks
he or ·she is •paid· to do, at the same>time it creates a visual
environment ··that forms the ···backgroundfor completing
those ·tasks. In ·the context of seeking energy·· efficient
solutionsforli.g1atin.g,>som.ehave lost sight of the fact that
the quality··of· tlte1:>a.ckgroundvisualwork:·envirollmentis
just as important as the quantities of light delivereclto fhe
task. Froman architectural design perspective, .lighting
defines the appearance of the building as a whole and
within each of its spaces.

High tech hardware· solutions to energy efficient lighting
that ignore .these "non-energy" .realities >havenofbeen
very successful, if the real· goal is .defined as having
satisfied and motivated building occupants efficiently
completing their assigned tasks. A very narrow technical
solution would provide each employee with a miner's head
lamp and night vision goggles to effectively eliminate the
electric lighting loads··· in buildings. 1b.ere ·1s no single
"best fl lighting solution any more than there is a···single
"best" window design. There have been great aclvancesin
development of more efficient lighting components over
the past years, particularlyin>th.e area····of improved
lamps and ballasts. But there has beenless success in fully
integrating these components into lighting systems and still
less in tying these lighting· systems into broader building
systems. Part of the problem is an engineering problem,
complicated by the structure·of the lighting· industry ··and
the nature of the lighting design and engineering profes
sion. An equally important problem is our imperfect
understanding of very basic ···psychophysical aspects of
human response to tms··area is
still in progress to determine how the human eye responds
to glare and what constitutes an acceptable glare-free
environment. Changing tasks have kept researchers busy
over the past decade as 30 years of studies based on
reading fifth carbon copies have been supplanted by new
studies on the visibility of computer screens. Even the
most fundamental model of the spectral response of the
eye has been challenged based on recent research findings.
It is interesting to speculate on the potential for havoc in
the thermal engineering community if it was faced with
the possibility of a large change in the basic definition of a
Bwo

From a long list of interesting challenges and opportunities
we focus on trends and directions in lighting design and
technology that involve some degree of integration within
the lighting systems or between the lighting systems and
other building systems.

Lighting Controls& In the not-very-distant past the pri
mary form of lighting control in buildings was a.· circuit
breaker hidden in an>electrical closet. In some cases· even
these were not used since operating lights 24 hours per
day·· cost very little and there was a widespread miscon
ception that switching·· lamps ·off seriously shortened their
life. Progress over the last decade has occured both in the
tecbnologyof. controls and .. the shift ..in .. standard •.. design
practice. Accessible·· ·liglltingcontrols, . e.g., on-off
switcnes,· are> now prescribed by most energy codes and
are often··circuited to provide two light levels.

A wide range of new control options can now be specified
beyondthe minimum on-off switching requirements. Light-
ing· ·design is from a paradigm that favored
constancy to·anew approach that matches
the spatial· and temporal pattern of lighting to the needs
based on occupancy and task requirements. This has
major ramifications for the design and selection oflighting
systems.

If specific spaces are unoccupied, there is generally no
need to have lighting, unless the space serves a secondary
function such as circulation. Occupancy controls can be
based upon time clocks if the occupancypattem is
completely predictable, or by systems that sense for the
presence of people, using either passive infrared detectors
or active ultrasonic detectors. Much of this technology
originated with security systems anel has been adapted for
use with ligl1ting controls.. The sensitivity of sensors can
generally be adjusted so as to operate· when they· should
with a minimum of false triggering. A given space may be
served by one or more light sources and the response of
each source to the sensor signal generally based on a
hard wired linkage, although sensor sensitivity and time
delays ·can be adjusted.

Light level sensors are used to switch or dim electric
lights in response to the presence of daylight, and to
account for lumen depreciation, the change in lamp and
fixture output over time. Lighting systems are designed to
meet requirements just before the lamps are replaced.
Since there is some loss of light as lamps age and as fix
tures accumulate dust and dirt, the system provides more
light than is needed when the components are new. Light
level sensors linked to dimming ballasts can reduce the
power and light output of the system when it has new
lamps and clean fixtures, and then adjust these levels as
the system ages. The same type of sensors can respond to
daylight, either turning the system off if the daylighting
level exceeds illuminance requirements or dimming or
partially switching some lamps off if daylight is present
but inadequate. Sensor response depends upon the design
of the detector system, its location in the space, its field
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of view and the nature of the daylighting system. Field
experience suggests that there is a need to improve the
operation of these sensors and controls.

In future buildings, new lighting sensors and controls will
be needed to squeeze additional performance from lighting
systems, at lower cost and with greater occupant satisfac
tion. Multiple types of sensors would send signals to a
controller that would then decide how each fixture should
be operated at that time based on priorities and send the
control signals to the fixtures to respond appropriately.
Today's hardwired sensor-fixture systems would be
replaced with a more flexible system in which the central
controller can selectively address any fixture. If office
walls are moved and a fixture is now located in a different
space a simple software fix accommodates the change.
Since visual tasks are constantly changing the lighting
controls should be readily reprogrammable to respond to
these changing needs. The occupants needs must be
communicated effectively to the control system. Controls
might :·"leam" the occupants desired response patterns
using neural network software. Lighting might also be
readily: controlled with a utility program on a desktop
computer, via a touch tone phone system, a remote
wireless controller, or by voice command.

There is an additional level of control integration involved
in linking lighting to security and energy management
systems. A building wide demand controller might ask an
lighting units to lower their power consumption by 10%
for an hour to get through a of peak demand with
out exceeding a preset leveL A smart lighting system
could provide this "spinning reserve" within the building
with little or no loss of or performance.

Controls for good would balance the functional
and aesthetics aspects of work in an office environment.
There may also be conflicts between occupant preferences
and the most energy efficient of the J.A~JLU...u...llJ.q

The power of truly flexible and responsive
systems would be the ability to accommodate a wide range
of needs, without dictating a priori how those needs would
be met~

i-l·It:J."t~'1",iru is transformed into light by
ballasts and lamps but it is the lighting fixture or 1uminaire
and the space itself that "delivers" the light to the task and
creates the overall luminous environment Less attention
has been to the design and improvement of luminaires
than to other lighting hardware components. Fixtures can

the color and distribution of luminous flux as it
leaves the source. The room and its furnishings act as
"fixture" in the sense that they also absorb, reflect, and
redirect light. Design decisions regarding room geometry,
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e.g., ceiling height, and surface reflectances can have a
major influence on the light distribution in a space.

Innovation in fixture design can occur at several different
levels. The recent adaptation of recessed fixtures to
accommodate compact fluorescent (CFL) sources in place
of incandescent results in the CFLs operating at a higher
than desired temperature with a resultant loss in light
output and efficiency. Relatively simple changes in
geometry, the use of convective venting, and heat sinks
can improve performance by 10-20%* Most fixtures are
static in design. The smart optical materials described
above for use in windows could be adapted for use in
fixtures where a small electric current could switch a
clear element to a reflective element and thus change the
resultant light distribution. Fixtures that use sources with
concentrating or diverging reflectors or refractors win
change output properties as the spacing between source
and surface changes. Such spacing changes could be
actuated by a variety of passive or active elements. The
surface properties of the room itself could become
dynamic, changing reflectance and/or hue to create
different light levels or moods. borrowed
from theatrical design could be used to control the throw
of light across spaces from efficient centralized sources ~

Other optical elements such as or
can also transmit light very efficiently over room sized
spaces. The opportunities to the control over
distribution are numerous * The constraints have
been costs Interestingly the continued advances in source
efficiency make it more difficult to additional
investment in fixture technology to save energy. Hnw~-v~r

coupling improvements in the qualitative aspects of
with efficiency is the best ~t1"'!d,::s.(nl

moving these new concepts into 'Dr(lctl.ce.

H AC :SVS;,[enlS

The most common on HVAC effi
ciency is probably the trend toward higher heating and
cooling equipment component efficiencies~ However there
are technical limits to improving component efficiency and
there are many additional issues and trends that are
reshaping HVAC design and operation. As these
pose opportunities that can be explored and problems that
must be addressed.

Shift to
with Variable Traditional HVAC

design methods produce systems that are designed to carry
the peak cooling or heating load for aU but a few hours of
the year. Although it is that an HVAC
meets peak and loads can



produce systems that are inefficient since most compo
nents operate less efficiently at part load conditions. The
HVAC designer is thus faced with a dilemma, oversize
and play it safe, or downsize a system and take a chance
that somewhere down the road the system may not be able
to meet the prevailing loads which could cause litigation
and possibly an expensive redesign.

New design procedures win need to be developed that win
allow the designer, who is implementing the desire of the
owner, to efficiently choose a system that will maximize
the intended benefits: comfort, IAQ, lighting quality;
minimize the costs: energy costs, purchase price, etc.,
and meet peak cooling and heating loads without having
oversized systems. Shifting toward such a procedure
would require a fundamental change in the way building
HVAC syst,ems are designed because the prevailing peak
design procedures require one calculation for the worst
case condition. In an optimization-based approach the

would begin with the same basic building
rtp.~o:!f"""lnt1Inn and add information about the importance of
benefits and costs to produce an entire spectrum of

choices that can then be tailored to meet
the client's needs. This could all be accom-

in near-real-tinle during a presentation as different
are and eXtHOt·ecL

Such a is likely to gain more acceptance today
for several reasons. with the ever increasing use of
variable-volume and variable flow systems the penalty for
OVt~rS].zrnlg has been substantially reduced. This is because
VAV is InJ]lert:~ntJ.y dynamic and can respond to a varying
load better insulated buildings and buildings with
thermal can reduce the magnitude of the peak load
upon a it is conceivable that improved
control will be able to severe conditions
and ralnp-up to prepare for them in
advance conditioned spaces.

and Quality (lAQ)o
there is some evidence that variable-volume

if not can lead to problems
0\1110102. fiUnUll1!ll proper attention to detail
this from in the first place, some

OU1UQJln2 owners have found out the hard way that energy
efficient VAV can exacerbate hidden problems.
HVAC are having to rethink control strategies
that a.llowed for a pre-determined amount of
ventilation air of varying rates at which the air
is delivered to a space. Some newer systems are beginning
to appear that anow for C02-based ventilation
control--a tnle variable ventilation, variable air volume

system. Unfortunately, these systems require expensive,
and difficult-to-calibrate, indoor-outdoor continuous co2
monitoring.

Variable flow is also presenting a new family of problems
for building operators--measurements of low-flow rates.
As systems begin to use lower air and liquid flow rates
the measurement of these flow rates, for control and
monitoring purposes, is becoming more important. Unfor
tunately, most affordable liquid flow sensors cease to
function properly at velocities of 1/2 to 3 feet per second
which makes thermal (Btu) measurements almost impossi
ble without expensive sensors. Accurate metering and
control of air flow below 500 feet per minute also
becomes problematic and expensive. Significant effort will
be needed to create affordable, accurate, easy-to-calibrate,
low-flow air and liquid sensors.

Design procedures for diffusers win also need some
revisiting$ Traditional methods which rely on manu
facturer's data at one or more flow rates fall short of
providing an accurate picture of dispersion under condi
tions of varying flow and pressure. Advances in the field
of computational fluid dynamics win certainly provide
some new answers and may ultimately provide some new
tools for designers$

Personal Comfort Systemso Some HVAC designers are
promoting personal comfort systems as the minimum
energy and maximum comfort choice. Such systems seek
to put individual control (versus one thermostat for several
offices) into the hands of the building occupant. The
advantage of such systems is in their infmite flexibility
and potential minimum energy use. Unfortunately, the dis
advantage is in their higher first costs and possible higher
maintenance costs. For example, instead of one filter-bank
and cold deck for 10,000 ft2, one may now have
100 filters and cooling coils to maintain with an equal
number of control valves, etc. It is not clear at this time
whether these systems deliver improved comfort and
better energy efficiency or whether they deliver better
performance at higher maintenance and energy costs.
There are several heavily instrumented demonstration
programs now underway that should help assess the real
costs and benefits of this approach.

Owning or Leasing HVAC Systemse Who should own
the HVAC system of the future? Should a building's
HVAC system be thought of as an extension of a service
that a utility provides? Ownership of equipment in a
building by a utility (or phone company) is nothing new.
Consider who owns the transformer in many buildings.
Sometimes it is the building owner. Sometimes it is the
utility. What about the utility meter? Could a building's
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HVAC system be thought of as an extension of the utility
grid to provide a "conditioned" form of energy in the
same sense that cable TV operators provide a conditioned
entertainment signal.. Quite possibly such systems would
look completely different because utilities are used to
designing for different constraints, namely: long-life, low
maintenance, high efficiency, etc.

Perhaps HVAC systems could simply be leased like PBX
phone systems are. Although unthinkable 10 years ago,
there are several developments that are making this
possible today. EMCS protocols are beginning to
pave the way for one control system in a building that
different vendors can plug into. Second, most existing
buildings that do not have efficient HVAC systems will
either need to be replaced or retrofit in the next
10-20 years., Since a significant number of these same
l)UIIC1ungs were built to minimum specifications and are

lJ_Jl.Jl."""'A"Il..lP..Jl.~ from 10% to 20% vacancy rates owners
to make an investment solely for

if the financial wherewithal
and energy service company can be

the idea of in an efficient HVAC system
for a customer becomes an attractive opportunity for both
the customer and the investor $

fmd themselves redesigning more often than evaluating
new design. Many buildings are built with HVAC systems
that cannot be easily retrofitted. Early results from the
Texas Loan STAR program have already documented
several case studies where this was true. In almost every
case anticipated savings from HVAC retrofits must be
measured for some period of time to make sure that they
are occurring as planned.

Likewise, measurements can provide a means to give
building operators (and architects/engineers) continuous
feedback about how a building is operating. Often, such
feedback can help identify and remedy O&M problems
that exist in buildings simply because the operators cannot
assess their day to day actions. In many instances, when
the building owners and operators know that the savings
are going to be measured their reluctance to performing
the retrofit disappears, a form of quality control.

Unfortunately some savings calculations cannot be easily
verified by field measurements, hence the need. to revisit
the way that savings calculations are performed. Many
HVAC energy audits use rules-of-thumb, or annual sav
ings estimates that cannot be easily measured once the
retrofit is installed because one year or more of
contiguous data are required to make an assessment

New HVAC Markets0 With a large portion of the third
world in need of adequate, affordable housing, perhaps it
is time to revisit factory-built modular housing that can be
shipped and quickly assembled on-site with a minimum of
labor. The idea for such a system is not new, in fact
prepackaged housing was used during colonial times in
Australia, and to a lesser extent in this country. Japan and
Europe are already well established in this field where
they've shown that modular housing can be efficient,
attractive and exportable. For the HVAC designer, this
will mean a radical departure in the way that an HVAC

is laid out and designed--with an emphasis on
flexibility, modularity, expandability, and quick assembly
in the field.

Such modular housing could be just the ticket in this
country's inner-cities that are in need of affordable,
durable, and efficient housing for the poor. The HVAC
systems in such structures would need to be designed
differently than HVAC system in most residences because
they would need to be almost maintenance-free, vandal
proof, inexpensive and most importantly, efficient There
is a demonstrated need for such systems because many of
the nation's poor are the least able to afford new efficient
technologies that could be used. to prevent tax payer
subsidies from being wasted year after year on inefficient
energy use.

JL:/.,.Ii..·M-1l8>4Y-Ufl,K. JjlA~tl(J~tnje:s 0 It is critical to directly
measure energy use in buildings to make sure that

occur. With only 1% to 2% of the
replaced each year many designers

the life of
a the maintenance costs of an HVAC often equal
or exceed the costs on energy. In certain applica-

for in fast-food restaurants, customer
comfort and minimum down time are far more important
than energy costs. research that looks into what
breaks and is needed to better understand how to

build and maintain HVAC systems. On-line diag-
nostics win also an role in the future. For

dla.2n~ost]lC system be
pa(~kale:ed air-conditioners that will alert the

OU1Uollng op~erator or service contractor to fouled coils or

I)Ul1CilJt1gs ~"""'A.!U1lf..J1l.lII.."Q HVAC can be rou-
maintained robots $ this seems far-

£V"'''.La~l.A,& many of the maintenance tasks that are performed
on an HVAC could be for example

filters or ductwork. In larger
mechanical rooms, HVAC manufacturers simply

a maintenance robot that is preprogrammed to
such tasks on all the air handlers in the

mechanical room.
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Mana2:mg the
sutlSeQUlent construction

as wen as
could be provided

into curtain walls,
arrays would feed

or

Buildings as Process

-OC.I...,'""JOJ .. ,......... the use of new of office equipment
and their increased functionality, technology would
keep up, a fraction of what equip-
ment for use~ erasable
optical storage and displays would greatly
reduce the need for paper valuable floor
area The new office

w~W md
electronic/video mail some fraction
of energy use associated with air travel and

additional energy savings
outside the Such a would be able to

on net electric in the 0.5-100 Watt
per square foot hours!

OC(~UDled spaces. Even spaces remote from the n,:lll1Mn'1ill3t':;II'll"

or roof would receive daylight from solar
which duct light 150 feet from rooftop
collectors to the of use.

mt]rm~31c,UIY "stable" ~U4"lU"U'O

weekend with the
svstenlS c.Dm.ple~tej.V turned-off in both severe northern and
southern climates 0 climates this would mean
careful attention to freeze e~g~, where water

In southern climates a small IQlil"<::l>.1t"1I"'110i'"t'!l:l.o,

could be left to partially
the air in the building--thus

i1if'P:V~i1tirH1 mold and mildew Both of build-
could be rates from the utilities for

their Intlerruot:abJle p10teJutulL

The residual office
power for
voltaic arrays that are

and elements~ PV
to thennoelectric heat

clc)se·~COluDled. solar OhC1r\'ll"1!"llt."r"n

driven

In the section we focused on innovative tech-
as a force for that could lead to a new

of more energy efficient
oplDortuIut:u;;S to the energy of OUIIOUtlgs

can also emerge from a reexamination of the Qrocess
which are and
maintained. As noted above, the elements in the

life are and disconnected.
.M...nllUl!~1l the nh'VSlcal bUllldlln2 ot)lera.tes

(by

Whole Building Systems

Controls ~ Is there a need for cellular HVAC
comfort systems? In such systems each person would be
issued an ID badge that has electronically inscribed their
comfort As pass a
during the day HVAC would "sense" their
presence and adjust systems for their desired comfort
level. If more than one person were in a room a mean
predicted vote could be calculated, and/or priority levels
assigned to accommodate different comfort levels~ :Svs;tenrlS

would then revert back to some preset minimum comfort
level when or tum off;
again when the entrance door sensor IDs the arrival of
their normal occupant to as the
makes their way to the office~

on alternative

Decreasing world energy and energy
demand, in countries and in
free eastern countries can to increase

pressure Environmental pres-
sures are also to added on energy
Of"T'lII"lI'::lO-n"''I!l as a solution to a host of interrelated environ-

that are of the issue of
de,rel()PDl1enlL It may be time to

m,'es1tUZ~ltrnlg 0111HQlm2 svs:tenlS that

fixhlres that to ?'8>~r~'I!711rIQl and

associated controls that when it is
needed 0 Electric would be used a sman number
of hours per year or for functions since the
t>UlllC11Ln2 floor would allow da~{lu~ntJU12 in most of the

eX~lmille .. n..::;. .....·ho~""'C! an HVI\C could be tasked to
ventilation air

bUJ1JQlcne: to an tntle2:!'ated tlUHl(UIll2

discussed earlier with
thermal control~ These en,!e~()ne svstenl~ could

'U11l"hl~III'U eliminate and could reduce loads
80-90% relative to conventional with most of

the heat associated with could
also act as that effi-

pUlnp unwanted heat from the interior the
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and operation is an information-intensive process. Of the
vast amount of knowledge that is created and manipulated
in the course of the building life cycle, much is lost or
buried and never used in subsequent stages in the life
cycle. This is a result of the nature of the process, the
number of different actors involved, the long time periods
over which buildings operate, and the lack of a tradition
of documentation that is preserved, transmitted. and
updated in a form useful to those needing it at any point in
the cycle.

Buildings that Fly

Can this process be improved upon? Are there activities in
other sectors of the economy that might serve as partial
models for alternative approaches? It is instructive to
compare the. building process to the design, assembly and
operation of other large structures with sophisticated
operating systems, such as aircraft. (It may also be
instructive to examine other subjects such as automobile or
ship design for similarities and differences--we leave this
to the reader). While smaller buildings are often designed
from something resembling a "kit-of-parts," most large
buildings are one-of-a-kind structures that are reinvented
each time they are designed and built. Relative to build
ings there are a number of significant differences in the
de'veliODlneJlt of a new commercial airliner.

With a new airplane, even before design begins the manu
facturer works closely with the potential clients to defme
the functionality and operating costs of the vehicle, and
delivery schedulese Contracts often specify penalties for
not meeting or incentives for exceeding these performance
criteriae The design phase for a new airplane is much
longer than for buildings. It includes creation of a series
of fun scale mockups that are used to refme both the fmal
functionality of the plane from the perspective of the user
as well as moclrups that allow assembly problems to be
worked out while still in Maintenance issues are
addressed in the such as access to parts and

that need inspection and replacement.
The designers work closely with the aircraft operators,
e.g., pilots, to ensure that the of the opera-
tions center, 1. e~ , the are responsive to their
needs. A prototype is built and it undergoes extensive

and certification before mass production is
started~ Pilots are trained to fly the new planes using
simulators as well as the aircraft, and service and
maintenance crews are fully trained for their respective

before the first plane carnes paying passengers.

The manufacturer must assemble a team of subcontractors
to supply parts or fabricate subassemblies. But fmal
responsibility for the overall performance of the completed

vehicle rests with the manufacturer who turns the vehicle
over to the purchaser after acceptance tests are
successfully completed. However, the manufacturer main
tains a long term, life cycle relationship with the
purchaser for technical and market reasons. Manufacturers
serve as an information hub for their products by collect
ing and digesting operating experiences from their many
clients and feeding back this information to all purchasers
of the aircraft. A history is normally maintained by the
manufacturers and operators in order to document the
operation and condition of each plane. Traditional pilot's
log sheets and maintenance records are now being supple
mented with computerized data files collected while the
plane is in flight, continuously documenting the perform
ance of key systems. Some aircraft, e.g., B-757, now
have fully computerized maintenance manuals. A mainte
nance engineer has instant access to diagrams, parts lists,
and step by step test and repair procedures on a laptop
computer linked toa CD-ROM drive. Computerized
systems will play an ever increasing role in the airplane
life cycle. The newest jetliner being designed by Boeing,
the B-777, has been called the "paperless airplane"
because for the first time in commercial aircraft design,
the entire design process is computerized. Analysis
studies, parts lists, communications, etc., are linked to
CAD drawings and central data bases that are shared
among an subcontractors and team members.

While airplanes within a single type, e.g.. , B-747, have
strong similarities there are many differences as wen,
even though they are produced on the same production
line. Within otherwise identical airframes, airline
companies have some freedom with respect to seating
configuration, and kitchen and lavatory layout. Manufac
turers often offer physically different variants of the same
aircraft to meet special needs, e.g .. , stretch versions with
extra seats, extended range versions, cargo versionso Over
an airplane's life cycle it may undergo significant changes
in use and renovations--older passenger planes are con
verted first to charter use and later for use as cargo
planes. As airplanes age, engines are refitted to improve
fuel efficiency and reduce noise and avionics may also be
upgraded.

Despite the real differences between airplanes and build
ings, there are many similarities~ In our efforts to better
understand how the process of building design, construc
tion, and operation can be improved, features and trends
from other industrial sectors such as the aircraft industry
may serve as useful models to explore. These industries
are not to be blindly copied in their procedures but viewed
as a source from which future useful models and
approaches can be selectively extracted.



Building life Cycle Perspective

A time-lapse movie of any single building over its entire
life cycle would show great diversity in its details but it
would almost always be possible to extract a common set
of sequential events from the process, in much the same
way that biological organisms have a well defmed life
cycle. In the absence of catastrophic events, e.g., war,
natural disasters, the cycle has the following major
elements:

buildings it is normally a highly discontinuous set of
actions and activities. There are many different actors at
each phase in the process and there are significant dis
connects between the actors at many of the stages. Valua
ble information about the building and its operation is
often lost forever or must be reproduced at great cost and
effort.

Information flow in the Building life Cycle

If one were to plot the various flows in and out of the
building over time (e.g., dollars, energy, people) one
would fmd a number of additional patterns with varying
periodicity and with different degrees of predictability and
randomness. The energy flows would have diurnal,
weekly, and seasonal patterns with repeating components
as well as randomness introduced by weather, for
example. Some of the energy flow pattern is tied to
decisions made in design and construction (e.g.,
orientation, double glazing) while the remainder is based
on recent maintenance practice (e.g., clean heat exchange
surfaces) and current operation (e.g., lights off, drapes
pulled). While in principal it seems the information
required to understand all of these patterns and thus
predict overall energy usage would be accessible,
experience tens us it is costly, time and
difficult to create a model that accurately predicts overall
energy performance.

In some cases the information exists but it is not in the
right format to meet the new needs in the life cycle
process. Information about the assumed or planned
operation of the build· HVAC system may have been
laboriously gathered and analyzed in the design phase.
However a different set of actors with the responsibility to
operate the system may be required to develop the opera
tional procedures, practices and operating software
without benefit of the results or insights from those design
studies $ Even within a single of the or
life cycle, the differing perspectives and data needs of
different actors may make successful integration difficult.

1n'ilni'U1f"1I0' routine and periodic actions that
and components and

the service and

Design: involving initiation of the development cycle,
definition of design criteria, securing funding,
development of a detailed plan for the building from
conceptual stages through complete documentation of a
buildable plan.

Construction: involving creation of a team to construct the
building as detailed in the plan, securing the materials and
components needed for the building, assembling all of the
elements into a whole structure and operating system
following the "plan."

Commissioning: involving fme tuning the operating struc
ture so that it operates as designed, and in a way that
provides the needs of the occupants and
functions.

Operation: the day-to-day and year-to-year
operation of the whole and its component parts and
systems, to serve the needs of its occupants, which are
always in a state of flux.

Maintenance:
maintain,
systems so that

Renovation: and
commissioning to allow the bUllldllD2 to change to meet
p,'Ut'... nl1Inn OC(~UDant needs$

........................." , , and commissioning
OUllidllfl2 to meet a new set of performance

requirements, different from those for which it was
n~n11'HJliIII" intended$ Over time this may have additional
Im'pl1 jCatlorlS for and maintenance.

Demolition: the end of the life cycle at which time the
i)UJlICUlll2 is removed. to make way for a completely new
structure which begins the cycle over.

In the time lapse movie this life cycle appears to be a
continuous activity, but in the real world life cycle of most

Communication between team members during a single
phase of the life cycle is important as is communication of
the building knowledge base through the life cycle. The
building description is not a static description but rather
one that is continuously in a state of change. To be of
value, the description must therefore be continuously
updated to reflect both material and procedural changes
that occur over time.

The same element of information is not of equal value at
any place in the design or life cycle~ The phase is
the crucial phase that has the greatest (both

Future Directions:



TodayComputers in

the practical limitations of time and money, what
is the role of tools in better design?
Current surveys show that over 80% of architectural firms
use computers in their offices. The most common use is
for traditional office operations--e.g., word processing,
spreadsheets, specifications. About 60% of those offices
with computers use CADD (computer-aided drafting and
design) packages fat" fewer than 60% of office
staff are CADD-literate and it is likely that not an
buildings in offices with CADD packages are developed
on such packages. the element of
CADD receive far more use than the
elements. In fact most CADD software packages are not
well suited for much of the "what-if' nature of design

are much better suited for the design
documentation and production end of the

process which eats up a proportionately fraction of
the budget than the phase..

are best at tasks that speed,
re1J~etltlOlt.1, §JjLVUl~""1I-AVJ.A') "-J._"-' A IL•••J,. have to be

the more

the design process, expectations will always rise so that
improvements in design "efficiency" win be offset by
rising client expectations and perhaps by the designer's
interest to explore additional options at greater depth than
they would have tackled previously.

The inherent nature of based tools with
their hardware and software limitations and
constrain the very nature of the process.. This is

that when one's only tool is a
nr()bllem looks like a naiL At a minimum

a wide array of different of
would have an even wider

range of more versatile and tools
available.

hardware and software have the potential to
the nature of the design process, as well

as the and operations of buildings. In the
1990s computers are completing a 20 year transition from
expensive, centralized facilities a trained
priesthood to operate, to a low cost desktop (or portable)
tool used by every employee.. the first waves
of desktop computer based tools simply translated a hand
calculation process or handbook design process onto the
co]mplutt;~r screen, increasing speed and reduc-

COllllp·uta.tlonaJ. errors. The interaction of with
the computer was often dictated by the hardware limita
tions of the or the limited perspectives of

positive and negative) on all subsequent elements of the
life cycle.. Within the design phase it is wen accepted that
decisions made in the programming and schematic phases
early in the process have the greatest impact While it is
often technically possible to change or reverse a decision
later in the process, the practical constraint is often cost
and time. that are requested late in the process
are often costly and incur time delays that may result in
additional costs ..

More and more tools have the
to address and correct many of the

noted above. We focus on the and then
discuss how better tools be
further into the life fees and time are not

addressed such solutions. The win
that tools win anow to

COlnPJlete the effort at less cosL The peS;SlDmst
will counter that the open ended nature of

while the of decisions
made in the design can have huge economic conse-
quences the economic investment in the design phase
is one of the smallest of the life cycle costs.

costs are a small percentage, e.g .. , 5%, of
the construction cost. The annual costs of operations

Ul-.l...I..JB. LJ.v,;, , cl~aning, gradually overtakes the
construction costs on a life basis. The occupancy
cost, e.. g. , exceeds the construction cost
in the first year and dominates the overall life

peJrSpiectlve on the total costs of business. To
the extent that better can Pf()(U.lce

and therefore _wo,...rIIIlI 11 ,ni"'lI 'II 70

aat~Ulate investment in is a cost-effective
Better should also result in lower energy
costs which will often pay back the

incremental investment If better can both
nf{)(11IctJiVe environments and m.ore energy efficient build-

it becomes a clear economic winner in any life
acc~ountln2.. In a small number of there is anec-
dotal evidence that the has been
used to invest more and in
construction features. from more

real world response, the connection is
unknown or and the energy erl1Cllen(~y

uncertain. The result is that there is no
economic incentive to invest additional resources in

This is the fact that almost everyone has
time that is so uncomfortable that

suffered.. The cost of lost nrc)dulctnlltv
is \¥hen overheaded salaries can

a few hours of lost
nrC)dllctllVliv per year win the entire energy cost of

office space and a few additional hours will
operaLtUJl2 and. maintenance costs ..
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Ne Tools for Building Design

New tools would from the narrow focus of
tative evaluation tools to broader
"information" tools that address both the and

of building in a format better
suited to architectural win combine the
predictive power of evaluation tools with the ability to
help the better formulate the definition
as well as to find a solution.

Design mixes explorations down well developed pathways
with iterative and unexpected investigations. The process
of design is not one of searching for the "correct"
answer, but rather it involves the simultaneous
consideration and evaluation of a host of in-matched
issues. Exploration and intuition are two key elements of
the process that are ignored by existing design tools.
Furthermore, the design problem is often articulated
or understood only during an attempt to solve it This lack
of a rigid structured procedure in design indicates a need
for flexibility in tools.

The design process is almost a coHaborative
activity involving members of a design team that has been
assembled for the duration of the job the client or lead
team member. Efficient communications and interaction
among team members is essential for a solution is
arguably even more important when the subject matter is
energy, a topic that many team members may not know
much about or care to be involved in most of the time.
This situation when an energy ......AJI..Il. ...... A'.....JUl, .."'l'

solution encroaches on the domain of another team
memberQ At that time a full of the problem among
the relevant team members and a strategy to resolve the
conflict can be facilitated effective communications.

"' ""'., express and fax have the way
that businesses operateQ Electronic mail and document

videoconferencing, collaborative software that
allows authors or creators to work
on the same problem are all available in some form and
are to reshape office environments and pot:enl:1aljlv
designer-energy or
relationships in the years ahead.

Most aeSll2J]lerS
in fact, there are few effective for
accessing research information.
h'1"'1f"~III" derived from individual Dr~lctlcal ~V1i'\~1r'1lPl"'f"~

from image-based reference sources like architectural
~_"JIlU"J.'" or first-hand observation of buildings. New tools
would emphasize images and graphics over text, relate
design data to performance in actual buildings, provide
qualitative as well as quantitative assessment, and provides
"access" to real-life case study buildings without the time
and cost of an actual visit. The newest of
emerging tools win provide "access" to unbuilt "virtual
environments. "

tool should:An ideal bU1.1duu!

What would ideal new tools for the design of energy
efficient buildings look like and how would they perform?
While the focus of our interest is energy efficiency, this
would be oJ;1ly one element of a larger array of capabilities
that designers need to address the fun range of design
issues. Energy efficient solutions will be most cost
effective when they are integrated within the context
of total building design--therefore the energy capability
must be embedded within such a context. Since energy is
not at the top of most designers' priority lists, directly
advertising the energy features of a new tool will not win
many sales. There are potential such as utilities
whose DSM programs incentives based on simula
tion results, who might cooperate in the promotion of
better energy tools. The use of performance-based
compliance pathways for new energy codes may
also be an adequate incentive to design teams in the
direction of using new energy tools. In the long term,
adoption and use of more energy tools win be
facilitated when the energy modules are embedded within
a broader set of build· design tools that are mtlrm~ncllLUy

of greater interest and value to most de~)i211ers.

software designers who viewed the computer as a faster
hand calculator. Interfaces with the computer were often
complex and non-intuitive, requiring a significant learning
effort to become proficient with the tools. Within the
building design professions, it is important to distinguish
between those professionals who worked largely with
quantitative data e.g., engineers, and others who are more
visually oriented, e.g., architects. While these distinctions
are overly simplistic they are still broadly representative
of the professions today.

users and skill levels, and match the design process.
While existing design tools are structured with the
eXl)ectatllon that the design process win adapt to them, a
more appropriate tool adapts itself to the way in which a
designer works. It should anow concurrent exploration of
many issues and address the relationships between them.

New tools that realistic of
require massive data storage for still and
tremendous computational power if the are to
rendered from a building description or if real time video
is to be utilized. Videodisk linked to a desktop

Future Directions:



instantly available to a designer will not help solve real
problems unless the data can be stored, retrieved and
manipulated in a reasonable way. Data should be
accessible in discrete chunks and in multiple layers of
complexitye Data elements could be explored through
built-in links and pathways or through random access,
allowing a wide variety of users to access different kinds
of information in different ways with equal ease. When
information needs are wen specified or understood, users
could access information by direct data searches, e.g.,
find an example of a in a data base that is located
in a cooling dominated climate and uses less than
30K Btu/year for and cooling. The same data base
could be accessed in a browsing mode where the user
flipped though the electronic pages of a case study
"magazine" looking for ideas, inspiration and potential
solutions to problems that may still be in defmed. Ideally
such a capability would use intuitive approaches that most
designers use and thus only a minimal
learning curve.

How would one create such a rich, yet accessible,
knowledge environment? Hypertext documents store
information in nodes, with associated software linkages to
any nUlnber of other nodes. Unlike a traditional hier
archical data base, this linked nodes network is
particularly useful for the organization and manipulation
of structured information. Adding images,

animation and video to linked words
expands the concept of hypertext to hypermedia. Imagine
the of exploring a hypermedia database of
energy efficient buildings. A carefully collected set of
building photographs, time lapse video clips, interviews
with occupants, measured and simulated energy
performance data, cost data, construction drawings and
documentation, are available on a
CD-ROM and/or videodisk. You start with a tour
of the building, moving a mouse along a floor plan and
watcttm2 a sequence of color of the interior as you
move through the space. You pause in one location to
examine the lighting in more detail. Clicking the mouse
on any location in the space shows the light levels under
the current sunny tour conditions; an alternative sequence
will show the space and associated lighting levels under
nighttime or overcast sky conditions; in a daylighted space
an optional time lapse image series shows the room from
sunrise to sunset. A mouse click on the light fixture caUs
up data on cost and performance, as wen as links to other
projects in which the fixture was usede An energy icon
provides access to calculated design data on expected
energy consumption, which can be compared to data
accessed through the utility meter icon which shows actual
consumption over the past yearo The discrepancy is large
so you search for an buildings that used the same lighting
energy consultant, predicted and metered data

computer the capability of accessing either 100,000
still video color images or 60 minutes of full motion video
in an affordable package today. CD-ROM provides digital
storage of the equivalent of 800,000 pages of text on a
small disc with a marginal production cost of under $2.
Coupling CD-ROM disks to a computer with image
compression/decompression capabilities allows 15 frame
per second video to be packaged on low cost CD-ROMs.
The technology in this field is driven by potential
multibillion dollar markets in home entertainment and
business. Rapid technical progress and falling are
therefore sure to continue.

~~~~~~~~~~. BUHIQIDl2 designers suffer from
information overload&Tools that make of data

More powerful computational engines that allow realistic
views of 3-D scenes to be calculated on the fly open the
door to virtual reality environments. In such an environ
ment the desjgner can explore a virtual building that exists
only within the designer's imagination and the computer's
Inemory. It is far cheaper to learn from mistakes in a
virtual environment than to make the same mistakes in
concrete and steel. Head mounted goggles with motion
and position sensors shift the view seen by the user as her
head changes. As she moves about in a large
virtual space, her position can be tracked and AA.JI. ..... '\J.a 1"''V'.I."If.....f~

into the changing electronic environment There is grow-
interest and in this area but not

and cost effective software tools. Several PC walk thr~ou~~h

tools allow the user to move a space as viewed in
the screen with motion controlled a mouse or
data simulators provide a 211]tnp~;e

of what a virtual environment look and
feel cost reflects their sophistication

lIn",,·n~"\n~Qt'o motion and sound as
wen as visual cues and have become essential elements of
both civilian and aircraft development and pilot
tramuog. The power of simulators is their ability to

simulate not routine environments
but also others that occur in real life or
those that would be silnulators would
be valuable both for as well as op~erator

In the could
assess circulation and solu-
tions& A more simulator might allow a fuB
range of comfort conditions to be
radiant and convective effects. As a tool for plant

the simulator would serve much the
function that simulators serve today. Nuclear power

and some industrial facilities currently use
and process simulators to train staff so there seems

to be no fundamental reason why such facilities couldn't
be used in the in the near future.
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consultant is silent unless rus/her advice or involvement is
requested. The outspoken consultant intervenes with
recommendations continuously. In both cases the
electronic consultant may be the current
design--the difference is in their interaction with the
designer.

systems have been successfully developed for
problems that are largely diagnostic in nature but they
have yet to be used very successfully for Expert
systems encode knowledge from a domain of expertise
into a set of nl1e statements and then mimic human
reasoning to make decisions based upon the rules. There
is an extensive literature spanning the last 20 years
documenting the disillusionment of those who have
attempted to apply knowledge-based systems to the
solution of robust design problems. systems
probably can play a useful role in smaller scale tasks in
the design process if the design criteria can be identified
and an evaluation with to the criteria can
be created~ In this mode we see tremendous ,nnllr\r\1I"1Tu'ut11C&C

for "energy design advisors" to assist architects and
engineers in a variety of tasks throughout the design
process. These could include assistance in the

of performance criteria and
assistance in the evaluation of

and assistance in
COlnp.UallCe with assistance in or
qualifying for rebate programs, etc. Numerous
public and sector efforts are to
the of systems for such tasks$ An

approach that might succeed in addressing a more
COlllP.lex multicriterion such as design is
one in which the overall is broken
tional that are the

and more elements for
de~ng]ler must make the decisions$

for that set of buildings. Returning to the building under
study, you explore lighting quality in the space by
examining photographs of the as-built conditions. You can
also call up additional stored images produced by a ray
tracing program of design alternatives considered but not
used. Clicking on the icon of the lighting designer gives a
succinct verbal explanation for the selection that was
made; another mouse click calls up the full 30 page
consultants report on which the decision was based. When
the smiling (satisfied) and frowning (dissatisfied) occupant
icons in the same room are clicked, they speak two
somewhat contradictory views of the lighting quality in the
space, both of which can be contrasted with the lighting
consultants views. The basic hardware and software to
create such a scenario exists today and enhanced tools are
being developed for emerging business and entertainment
markets. Initial user reaction to prototypes of such systems
have been positive. While the level of effort required to
create and implement such a hypermedia data base is

one can imagine several pathways for its ae",elc)D
ment. Multimedia building case studies could be developed
as part of design assistance services for use by utility
demand side management programs. Commercially

data bases could be with data
bases created each its recent

The data bases
firm the

the data base with information.
this is an extension of what most firms

do today, which is to accumulate and organize results of
each office for use in projects. Some
information would be readily available but other critical
data such as energy and occupancy
feedback is not firms.
Creation of these data bases would therefore stimulate an
interest in these but un~deIut].HZed,

data activities.

hole Building Simulation

-"-"',..".,.." ......... '...... the above on a new class of tools for
there win continue to be a need for simulation
that can accurately and efficiently analyze the

1l"\,::o·i~1".f"\~~'!:tnr·t:l' of We are to see the
continued development of a next of both
domain building energy analysis tools as well as
proprietary tools. These tools are being continually
updated to be able to model state of the art that
are being designed and specified. As with other of
the software future tools are to utilize
object oriented in which libraries of
software modules or are as the basic

An ideal
tool is more than an electronic reference book or

program; it should contain
consultant advice or Most current

cOlnpluter-base~d tools evaluate the of eXlstUJlg
rather than assist in the more difficult process of

gerler~ltn]lg new Most tools also assume a
educated user who is for a specific answer to

a well-defmed A more useful
in the of accommodates the user who
may not know aU the to the design Dr()bl~~m.

The on-line consultant" a designer formulate
the to ask and flags issues or trouble spots in the
search for solutions. These electronic assistants could be

with a of personalities that span the
range of their human The introverted
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building blocks of programs. Shared object libraries
represent a vehicle for better collaboration in the future
between tool developers.

Simulation engines win also increasingly be linked to, or
integrated within, CADD drawing environments. Most
simulation engines require a large body of geometric data
that exist within the CADD database but it is difficult to
efficiently extract that data in an efficient form from the
current generation of "point-line" drawing systems which
don't recognize the more object oriented structure of
energy simulation engines. CADD programs have been
developed in prototype form to extract geometric data and
attributes automatically as a building is being designed,
and send the data to a series of simulation modules for
further analysis. The lack of standards and the origin of
most programs as 2-D point line drawing tools
slows the inevitable move toward a more friendly whole

representation that can be shared between a
of tools.

desktop PC hardware environment Given the cost and
limited markets for such tools in the short term,
development will center around clients with well defined
needs and markets, e.g. ,utilities with design assistance
programs, needs that are mandated, e.g., compliance tools
for standards, or needs that are not directly coupled to
market sales, e.g., research. Incremental development of
such tools will be driven by user feedback so that over
several years they should evolve into more powerful tools
that meet short term needs, as well as allowing growth to
meet emerging needs for design, analysis, commissioning,
retrofit, and building operations. With the rapidly
evolving hardware and software industry within which
computer-based tools are developed, this incremental
approach carries some risk that one win be locked into
technology that is rapidly being outdated by market
developments. However the installed base of systems and
user expertise changes more slowly, giving developers a
somewhat better chance of keeping pace with user market
developments ..

Design and OperationsBuilding ~V~~TAlm

Tools

We can gain additional insights into the practical
difficulties of developing more effective tools by
examining a subset of tools for HVAC system design in
more detail. If HVAC simulation tools are so great why
don't more designers use them? One of the reasons is due
to their input/output complexity. Take the psychrometric
chart, for example, most architects and engineers were
trained to understand psychrometric properties by
tediously tracing through a conditioning cycle on the
psychrometric chart. Almost all HVAC designers have
mental pictures of what an HVAC process looks like on
the psycht·ometric chart. Some designers still manually
trace-out peak heating and cooling condition lines for
every they design. how many simulation
programs map a building's energy use onto a psychro
metric graphic? Would such a graph be useful? What new
insights could it provide over the traditional x-y scatter
plot of energy use versus ambient temperature?

Likewise, most HVAC built-up units are assembled by the
design engineer using manufacturer's charts and literature.
Although this process is quite common throughout the
industry it does not allow the design engineer to easily
simulate and "view" the anticipated energy use before the
system is built Even when component-based simulations
are done it usually requires complex input/output skills $

Advances are being made in this field both in the area of
proprietary software and in the development of a public
domain icon-driven simulation program that would allow a
designer to choose components from different

Iml:Helrnellt some of the suggestions outlined
""''Ii',C!l<'l1''H'll11'1!'''l1l!''lf reality that private market forces

the investments required to
attack such a head on? Engineers, energy consul
tants and some architects use a variety of hour-by-hour
and energy analysis tools today $ Both privately

and public domain tools are undergoing a
transformation to their ease of use, to extend
their intrinsic capabilities, to link with third

and to their operation in a

As a short term need, the output from whole building
simulation programs needs to be improved much in the
same fashion as the output from lighting simulation
programs has from the days of dot matrix
tabular to virtual systems.
One difference with a thermal

is that one can't what a
energy use looks like--not in the same sense as

one can view the results of a luminaire selection $ New
ways of a building's energy use will need to be
de~{elE)De~ and tested to determine if the intended function
can be derived from the graphic a typical designer, or

The of a real time utility
meter in the corner of the screen with target
COIISUmt~t1oln noted help the designer to
track progtess toward energy
'n'lt1i"1'n'~1t"''!lIIIU a process on an and
seasonal basis$ Advanced animations could show energy
use and comfort conditions in a as the weather
and occupancy the the

of such data should not be a problem;
de'veloDllt1Q: tools to summarize and the data will
be more of a Ch~tile;n2,e.
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manufacturers and simulate their use once the built-up unit
has been assembled. Such systems win have the look and
feel of icon-driven data acquisition front-ends that are now
available from several manufacturers. Assembling a simu
lation becomes as easy as choosing sub-components from
menu, aligning them visually on the screen, connecting
them and turning the system on to watch it run through
various environmental and occupancy conditions.

the original design notes from the engineer,
expected operation, etc.. , by the same simulation
program that was originally de ed for the building.
This same capability will allow operators to train in an
off-line "what if' mode while the EMCS operates the
building.. Such training has been shown to be useful in
keeping operators alert and on their toes to unusual
conditions. It also allows them to be able to retake control
of the "wheel" if needed.

Accurate and

the very same "knobs" that have made the
simulation programs so flexible in their design simulation
ca]:)ablllll:tes have made them almost to manage
when one is them to a real This last

is made worse a lack of consensus field
pr~lCtl.uone]rs-~·rrumy of whom are to reveal the
"secret of the knobs" that was used to the simulation
to mimic a energy use--sometimes because it is
viewed as and a source of job Some
calibrated simulations claim accuracy of +/~5% which
seems when instrumentation at the site
cannot measure the basic thermal
and electric the +/-10% leveL

most are not equipped to n~4f"1"n~

new building design and retrofit analysis ..
have little experience with real systems
and get the kind of measured data that can
them "fine tune" their skills. very few
HVAC have the statistical and/or
software expertise, to effectively the data when
they are available. Most simulation ptograms are very
difficult to calibrate. This is the fact that
it is even more difficult to be assured that the data that
one is for calibration are accurate and/or measure
what is simulated~

weather data.
access to accurate and weather data

that can be fed into a simulation program will
become an issue as more and more designers use simula
tion to answer questions about eXlStlruz 1)1Ul!lC1illl1!: n'~1t"TI"\-rn.,_

ance.. this is a serious because of the
relative paucity of available weather data for many

locations and the lack of accepted models to
translate data from "nearby" sites, e.g~, to the
specific location of the There are also a lack of
agreement on how to convert weather data from parame-
ters that are measured to those needed in
simulation and models, which !Bmorn~ltIh1nr'l1

should one use to convert global horizontal solar to direct
and diffuse?). may come eCflllP1JOO

with their own weather stations which then adds additional

with commission
need~ This win

an

field data should

At the level of designing for thermal comfort in an
individual space additional tools and display.capabilities
are needed. The prediction of the air flow in a room can
be simulated with fluid dynamics models and the output
presentation could also be enhanced by computer graphics.
Visualizing the air flow in a room with specific manu
facturer's would be similar to the ability that
lighting engineer's have to view the anticipated 11gJltmlg

distribution from a given lamp/fixture/room combination.
With the advances in desktop computer hardware
and software it is not out of the to
COlnolLlte:l"S to deliver such capabilities in the future. Such
systems could simulate and display 3-D flow visualizations
of the airflow from a specific supply diffuser and return
vent to ensure air movement and
tntoue:nCJut the space. If sources were added to
such a model it could also air
the spacee such information with field data on
nQ.1i"'Tn'~~'!lnr·Q. and comfort would be a to
HVAC enizmc~rJmg firms use COInpl.lta-

tional fluid models on mainframe or
workstations for pr<Jlects where air flow
Hons are solutions. But placing at least
some of this CaI)abI1l11-;v on the it with
related issues such it to

and to
with

~.ll..J<,j"-,,,......._'L"~ simulation tools used in
and is another

":)1()pe,ratlollS com
mon langual2e~ As OUlllOJl11f! EMCSs obtain more process-

power it win become for them to have
onboard to run the simulation
program with the real data that is
from the This will allow for more accurate com-
mlSSliorulng since the can be simulated

different conditions~ It win also allow for
advanced because the response and/or
energy use can be simulated and to
the real nA1l"'t'n'rn"ll'!&nr-p

This win create institutional memory
because the OUJlIQJln2: otJt~rators will have access to

Future Directions:



problems related to maintenance and calibration, and the
influence of the building itself and its functions (e.g.,
reflected sunlight, exhaust air) as a local climate
moderator.

"" Selkowitz st al,.
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